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This book is a sequel to »Portraits de troubadours. Initiales des chansonniers provençaux I et K«, 

published in 2006 (reviewed in »Francia-Recensio« 2009/1), where images of the poets from two of the 

three Paduan Chansonniers are reproduced in colour on facing pages. The manuscript concerned here is 

the third of this cluster, MS A (Città del Vaticano BAV, Vat. lat. 5232). As in Chansonniers I and K, MS A is 

characterized by the inclusion of a series of historiated initials depicting the poets, 45 in all, placed after 

the vidas and before the text of their poems. In this edition each vida is transcribed in the description on 

the page facing the reproduction. 

The organizing structure of Chansonnier A differs from that of I and K, as demonstrated by F. Vielliard. A 

derives from the same model as B (Paris, BNF fr. 1592), where the original sequence was cansos (the 

most prestigious form of song, the »grand chant«) and sirventes followed by tensos (dialogues), as 

opposed to I and K which give the order cansos, tensos then sirventes. This sequence was reordered in A, 

a simple task since the division is by quires, and noted in the Table of Contents at the beginning of the 

volume. A further difference between A and I/K is that the poets are listed according to a hierarchy in which 

the troubadours considered important precede those accorded a secondary status. To the poets of the first 

rank is dedicated a vida, followed by a portrait, then follow several songs (with a few exceptions). Poets 

considered of second rank are characterized by a short vida and one song, but no portrait (again with a 

few exceptions). In the sirventes section which follows the cansos part, poets whose vidas and portraits 

were already included in the cansos section receive only a name, while poets responsible for composing 

no cansos but more than two sirventes receive a vida and a portrait like the poets of the first rank. The 

others are marked by a short vida without a portrait, or, if they composed only a single sirvente then by 

neither a vida nor a portrait, simply a three-line initial. 

Most remarkable, as Vielliard notes (p. XXVIII) is the treatment of Richard Cœur de Lion, represented by 

only one sirvente, but space has been left (no fewer than 36 lines) for a vida, and the portrait depicts the 

king as King David playing the harp (p. 92–93, no. 44, f. 203). Richard’s poem is also in I and K, but 

without vida or portrait. In all, A contains 626 compositions (502 cansos, 36 tensons, and 88 sirventes), 

attributed to 103 troubadours, 52 vidas (two of them repetitions), and 45 portraits. What is especially 

interesting about the portraits is that 44 of them are accompanied by notes of instruction to the miniaturist, 
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a practice not encountered in I or K; these notes are transcribed in the edition along with the descriptions 

of the historiated initials on pp. XLI–LIII. The notes were not always followed, so that Richard Cœur de 

Lion is depicted as David playing the harp, as noted above, and not as ».I. re d’Englaterra ke parle 

tençoando cun .I. baron.«; and the illustration for N’Aimerics de Piguillan fails to show the murder 

described in the vida and referred to in the note of instruction (p. 62–63, no. 30, f. 134). On the other hand, 

Cadenetz is shown as a Hospitaller, following the vida and not the note, which says only ».I. bel home a 

pe cantador.« (p. 66–67, no. 32, f. 143). The use of notes suggests, as in other cases, that the illustrative 

sequence was being devised for the first time, and indeed it is thought that A antedates I and K. Half of the 

initials depict the poet standing or seated, declaiming (one, Guilhem de Cabestany, p. 26–27, no. 13, f. 84, 

holding head on hand); 13 are shown as equestrian figures, of whom 7 are knights, two of them, Bertrand 

de Born and Guilhem de Berguedan, bearing shields »azure a lion argent« [white] (p. 84–85, no. 41, f. 189 

and p. 88–89, no. 43, f. 199 respectively); Folquet de Marseille is again (as in I and K) shown wearing the 

pallium (p. 20–21, no. 10 f. 61v); there are 7 couples, and 3 musicians, two viel players, Elias Cairel (p. 

14–15, no. 7, f. 50v), and Perdigon (p. 72–73, no. 35, f. 158v), in addition to the harping David alias 

Richard Cœur de Lion. Overall, then, the treatment of the poets is highly comparable with what is found in 

I and K, and the illuminator is the same or a closely related colleague.

If the miniatures in A, like those in I and K, were executed in the Veneto shortly after 1273 (the date of the 

last mention of the troubadour Bertolome Zorzi whose poems are includes in A, I, and K), it is interesting 

that the scribe of A has been identified as coming from the Basse-Auvergne or the Velay – a parallel for 

the content of the Chansonnier itself, which is devoted entirely to the work of French rather than Italian 

poets (Vielliard p. XXX, citing François Zufferey, Recherches linguistiques sur les chansonniers 

provençaux, Geneva 1987 [Publications romanes et françaises, 176]). This attests to the presence in 

northern Italy of vigorous patrons of poetry. The first documented owner of A is Marco Barbarigo (1413–

1486), doge of Venice in 1485, and the suggestion was made by Zufferey that A was in fact commissioned 

by a doge. 

A description of the manuscript and a summary of its history, followed by a list of the illustrations and 

transcript of the notes, with cross-references to I and K, and to Jean Boutière and Alexander Herman 

Schutz, Biographies des troubadours, is by Louis Duval-Arnould. A concordance of the illustrations in A, I, 

and K, facilitates comparisons among the three. Detailed bibliographies and references to Bibliografia 

elettronica dei Trovatori (http://www.bedt.it) are included.

A description and reproductions of the miniatures in Chansonnier H (BAV, Vat. lat. 3207) are included as 

an appendix. Smaller in scale and considerably less polished in appearance, H is a composite work 

written by several scribes, with many lacunae, but containing small rectangular miniatures depicting eight 

portraits of trobaritz (two of the Comtesse de Die). They are repetitious, all showing the poetess standing 

and declaiming, gesturing in the direction of the adjacent text. Also attributed to the end of the thirteenth 

century and to the region of Padua or Treviso, following Careri, these simple illustrations however display 
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a striking similarity to some of the portraits in the north French miscellany, Nottingham University Library, 

MS WLC Lm6, written above top line and most likely to be dated very early in the thirteenth century – it 

has rightly been claimed as the earliest illustrated compendium of French literature. The dates of the poets 

in Chansonnier H also fall early in the thirteenth century suggesting that a re-examination of the date of H 

is called for.
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